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Book Reviews
Arnosky, Jim. Every Autumn Comes the Bear. G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1993.
ISBN 0-399-22508-0. $14.95. Unpaginated.

A

Pre-l

PB

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

Have you ever wanted to explore a forest or hill near your house? Did you
ever wonder what kind of animals live there and what they do? This book takes
the reader on an expedition to experience one autumn in the life of a bear. The
leaves have already fallen from the trees when the bear returns to a rugged hill
behind a farmhouse. The bear follows dirt trails and interacts with other forest
animals until the snow falls. Then he finds shelter for the winter and goes to
sleep.
Jim Arnosky, the author and illustrator of Otters Under Water, uses large,
bold watercolors to illustrate a phenomenon that occurs annually on the hill
behind his farm. The illustrations and story cleverly take the reader from the
farmhouse into the deep forest wilderness and back again, with the final
illustration depicting the farmhouse in sight of the bear's den. Arnosky liberally
uses hues of purple, blue, orange, and green to create the feeling of impending
winter. He also uses impressive detail to give the forest animals a lifelike
appearance. The words are large, clear, and simple. Children will enjoy this
magnificently visual walk through a bear's world.

••••
Baruch, Jacques-Olivier. Incredibly Fast. New Discovery Books, 1992. ISBN
0-02-708435-3. $$14.95. 47 pp.

A

6+

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Ever wonder what a balloon looks like as it bursts? Or if a horse lifts all
legs off the ground simultaneously when it runs? This book, part of a series
called Frontiers of the Invisible, deals with movement around us. Our brains
can only receive information every 1I24th of a second. Any movement faster
than that is just a blur. That's why you've never seen a balloon break. Other
fascinating happenings in this book include a ball bouncing, a bird flying,
various items crashing, bullets passing through cards, lightening flashing, and
an arrow being shot into an apple.
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This appears to be part of a fascinating collection of books. Other titles
include Incredibly Far, Incredibly Hidden, and Incredibly Small. The books,
first published in France, have been brought to the United States by Macmillan
Books.

• •••

Blumberg, Rhoda. Bloomers! Illustrated by Mary Morgan. Bradbury Press,
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1993. ISBN 0-02-711684-0. $14.95.
32 pp.

A

1-5

NF

PB

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgemen

Humorous, accurate, and colorful watercolors illustrate this true story of
the "birth" of bloomers. In 1851, when Libby Miller visited her cousin
Elizabeth Stanton in Seneca Falls, New York, she was wearing an outfit to make
people stare. She had a short dress (only down to the knees!) and a "pair of
ballooning trousers that hugged the ankles." She wore no restricting corset
underneath. Her cousin loved the dress and quickly made an outfit for herself.
Libby had purchased hers in Switzerland so she could enjoy hiking in the Swiss
alps. No one in Seneca Falls approved of the outfit, but Elizabeth was stubborn
and kept wearing hers. She could move more easily and didn 't have to worry
about tripping over her skirt. Her friend Amelia Bloomer decided it was just
the thing and promoted it in The Lily, a journal "devoted to the interests of
women." Interest in the new style grew until Susan B. Anthony adopted it too.
The trousers became known as bloomers. Rhoda Blumberg very nicely traces
the history of bloomers and quickly catches our interest .

••••

Bums, Diane L. Rocky Mountain Seasons: From Valley to Mountain Top.
Photographs by Kent and Donna Dannen.
Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1993. ISBN 0-02-716142-0. $14.95. 32 pp.

B

2-4

NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

The seasonal changes of the Rocky Mountain landscape are captured in
breathtaking color photographs and simple narrative. The reader has the sense
of being part of the majestic views. More like a nature walk or travel guide
than a field experiment, the text is heavy on description and light on science.
Both the author and photographers have lived in the Rocky Mountains, and
their enthusiasm and respect for the locale are evident. Young readers will
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enjoy the magnificent photographs and may learn from the text to be better
observers of nature.

• •••

Cobb, Vicki. Magic . .. Naturally!: Science Entertainments &: Amusements.
Illustrated by Lionel Kalish. Harper Collins Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-06022475-4. $14.89. 150 pp.

•

4+

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

"Nature is a fabulous magician, " Vicki Cobb writes in the preface of Magic
... Naturally. The tricks are divided into the following categories: mechanical
wizardry, fluid fascinations, energy enchantments, chemical conjuring, and
perceptual puzzlements. The results of the experiments are magical, but they
all follow simple scientific principles. Experiments that may damage skin, eyes,
or clothes and those involving flame, poison, or fumes are clearly marked.
This book has applications beyond those of the budding magician. I
remember the frustration of helping my grade school children come up with
experiments for their science fairs. This book would have made the assignment
an adventure for the whole family! I had fun doing a few of the tricks that
required easy-to-obtain props: the singing goblet, the jumping flame, and the
backwards arrow. The directions were easy to follow, and the illustrations
were helpful. When my children, now college students, wanted to know how
and why the trick worked, the scientific explanation was right there.
Do your children have a science fair coming up? Trying to explain
scientific principles to your Cub Scout den? Looking for a new idea to spark
your child's interest in the laws of nature and science? Your challenge will be
easier to meet with Magic . .. Naturally. The index will help you find just the
experiment that will meet your needs!

••••

Coil, Suzanne M. Mardi Gras! Photographs by Mitchel Osborne. Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1994. ISBN 0-02-722805-3. $19.95. 48 pp.

B

3-6

NF

PB

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

What is Mardi Gras? How did it start? Why do visitors from allover the
world flock to New Orleans to join the party? With photographs and text, Coil
and Osborne answer these questions.
A tradition that was brought from France to New Orleans by early settlers,
Mardi Gras is linked to Catholic tradition. "Fat Tuesday," as the name literally
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means, falls at the end of Carnival, the day before Ash Wednesday. Ash
Wednesday marks the beginning of Lent. In reality though, both Carnival and
Mardi Gras are more closely tied to pagan rites of spring than they are to any
religion. Mardi Gras is a time of reveling, celebration, and "letting it all hang
out. "
More than one hundred nonprofit social clubs, called krewes, sponsor
parades, dances, and balls. Krewes pay for the floats, the trinkets tossed to the
crowds, and elaborate parties. Bystanders invest hundreds, even thousands, of
dollars in their own costumes so they can be part of the spectacle. Osborne
captures both the elaborate and the outlandish. Midnight marks the end of the
celebration for the spectators but the beginning of the next year's Mardi Gras
for the krewes, who must begin again to gather funds and make plans for the
coming extravaganza.
A fully satisfying account of the subject. Suitable for public and school
libraries.

• •••

Cooper, Helen. Bear Under the Stairs. Dial Books, 1993. ISBN 0-8037-1279O. $12.99. Unpaginated.

•

Pre-4

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

PB

Bear is coming to stay at William's house, only William is very frightened
of Bear. Bear comes by boat and bus to live under the stairs and frighten
William. William hopes that if he feeds Bear, Bear will not want to eat him.
As the days pass, William throws the remains of his breakfast, lunch, and dinner
through the door under the stairs. By and by an ominous smell starts to come
from the small room under the stairs, and William and his mother decide to
have it out with Bear once and for all! In the closet William discovers not Bear,
but just a collection of junk and a lot of rotten food. Bear is banished. He
packs up and leaves by plane. So beware: Bear may be parachuting into your
closet under the stairs.
This book was first published in Great Britain. Helen Cooper has done a
delightful job of portraying the abstract fears of children. This book may help
children to learn to deal with or talk about their fears. If a child is afraid of the
dark or most any other thing, this book would be a wonderful lead-in to fear.
Watch for the page that describes what Bear does at night when William is
sleeping.

• •••
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Taken from Joyful Noise: Poems/or 1Wo Voices. Copyright °1988 by
Eric Beddows. Reprinted by permission from Harper & Row,
Publishers, New York.

Day, David. Aska's Birds. Illustrated by Warabe Aska. Doubleday Books,
1992. ISBN 0-385-25388-5. $15.00. 32 pp.

A

All

PI'

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Each page of this book is filled with different birds, described in pictures
and poetry. The pictures and the words work so well together it's as if the
author and illustrator are of one mind. The brilliantly colored birds mesh with
their surroundings in such a way that you have to look twice to see them all.
The poetry describes the birds in minute detail. For example,
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PENGUINS
A patchwork of perfectly packed penguins.
An immaculate army of tuxedos in nature's icebox.
They are the unruffled headwaiters of the ice floes,
The chief butlers of the Antarctic.

The book asks, "If birds were people, what jobs would they do? It's a
guessing game for me and you. It's a guess .. . . " What job would your
imagination assign to an eagle, a duck, a peacock, a parrot?
The author ends the book with this sentence: "This has been a flight of
fancy. Our imaginations, like birds, were given wing. "
This is another international book, coming to us from our sister country,
Canada.

• •••

Dupre, Judith. The Mouse Bride. Illustrated by Fabricio Vanden Broeck.
Alfred Knopf, 1993. ISBN 0-679-93273-9. $8.99.

A

K+

FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

PB

This Mayan fable of a mother and father mouse who search for the perfect
husband for their beautiful daughter has been passed down orally for centuries.
It was told to help children understand and appreciate the interaction of nature's
forces in their own lives, but it also shows the love of parents for their children.
Surely, the parents think, there is a more powerful and perfect spouse for our
child than just another mouse. But as they visit the sun and clouds and wind
and rock in tum, they discover that a persistent and patient mouse can be more
powerful still.
The muted colors and the style of the illustrations add to the feeling of the
tale. Personification of the elements of nature is consistent with Mayan beliefs.
The endpapers, with their reproduction of hieroglyphics found on Mayan temple
ruins, draw you into the story. The text and illustrations work flawlessly
together to immerse you in the simple tale .

••••
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Fleishman, Paul. Copier Creations. Illustrated by David Cain.
Collins, 1993. ISBN 0-06-<>21053-2. $13.89. 122 pp.

B

3+

NF

Harper

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Copiers have revolutionized the way we do things. Cut and paste your
finished research paper together, and your teacher will never know. Publish
your own book with a flick of the wrist. But how about finished artwork?
Fleishman theorizes that if Rembrandt were alive today, he'd be producing his
art on a copy machine, and da Vinci would have built his own copy machine.
Beginning with needed supplies, sources of clip art, typefaces, and basic
techniques, Fleishman quickly moves on to hundreds of projects for enterprising
youngsters: personalized stationary and postcards, miniature towns, puzzles,
decals and bumper stickers, even iron-on transfers. Cain illustrates many of the
projects in easy-to-follow black and white drawings. The volume ends with an
annotated bibliography that is actually fun to read.
This is a book for everyone. But don't copy it-that's against the law .

••••

Ford, Brian J. The Random House Library of Knowledge: First Encyclopedia
of Science. Grisewood & Dampsey, Ltd.lRandom House, 1993. ISBN 0679-93698-X. $21.99. 157 pp.

B

1-'

NF

PB

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

What can you say about acid rain in one page? Or air and atmosphere in
two pages? Most of the four hundred entries in this encyclopedia are not
covered in one page, but in one paragraph. The book is meant to pique the
interest of readers and to provide brief definitions. Full-color illustrations
generously dot the pages and add as much to understanding, as does the brief
text. For example, the "video" entry has a paragraph of text and is illustrated
by a cutaway camcorder, a videotape, and a close-up of a tape segment showing
the soundtrack and a series of scenes, like a cartoon strip; it also gives
instructions on how to film a home video. The facing pages show a quakedamaged town with a wrecked car balanced on the edge of a fissure, diagrams
of solar and lunar eclipses, Edison's phonograph, and a simple electromagnet
made from a battery, wires, and a nail. Most words in the encyclopedia are
familiar to children. Those that aren't are presented clearly. One of these,
thixotropism, would probably never come up in elementary school, but the
picture-a ketchup bottle that won't pour until it is shaken-illustrate the effect.
When substances that have been left standing stiffen but become runny when
shaken, it is called thixotropism.
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I can imagine children picking up the book and, led by an unending string
of illustrations, reading from start to finish. This book could help readers
choose report topics, and give them ideas for experiments, projects, and posters.
Homes and libraries could profit from the book .

••••

Fox, Mem. Time for Bed. Illustrated by Jane Dyer. Harcourt Brace &
Company, 1993. ISBN 0-15-288183-2. $13.95. Unpaginated.
•

2-6

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

PB

Mem Fox succeeds in capturing the warmth and comfort of the -bedtime
story." Various animals are pictured with their parent, who encourages them
to slip into dreamland. The rhythm and rhyme of the story are soothing:
It's time for bed, little cat, little cat,
So snuggle in tight, that's right, like that.
The soft watercolor illustrations are lifelike and settling as well.
One concern is the inconsistent use of accurate baby animal names in this
book. For example, a baby cow is called a calf; however, a baby goose is
called a baby goose rather than a gosling, a baby deer is called a baby deer
rather than a fawn, and so forth. Fox's choice of words preserves the rhyme
patterns; however, she overlooks the importance of exposing the young reader
to correct vocabulary. Despite this flaw, the book is beautifully done and is
destined to be a favorite with young children and adults .

••••

Fox, Paula. Amzar and His Brothers: Three Italian Tales Remembered by
Floriano Vecchi and Retold by Paula Fox. Illustrated by Emily Arnold
McCully. Orchard Books, 1993. ISBN 0-531-08612-7. $16.99. 67 pp.

B

3-5

FI

PH

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Folktales are not G-rated. When Amzat's ill-tempered older brothers,
Ingrato and Bramoso, and their envious wives, Tetra and Furiosa, plot to rob
him of his stony hilltop, Amzat and his wife, Allegra, outsmart them time after
time. Finally outsmarting isn't enough, and Amzat comes up with a plan that
will lead to murder. First the older brothers murder their wives, and then an
innocent shepherd falls victim. Finally, the greedy brothers are drowned.
Amzat and Allegra end up sunning themselves and eating figs.
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The second tale is not quite so bloody. This animal story starts out a lot
like Chicken Little, with a small rooster named Mezgalten going off to see the
world. Along the way he picks up a number of travelers, all of which have
been wounded in some way by a wolf. Finally, the tattered travelers manage
to avenge themselves, take over the wolfs house, and live happily.
The final story features vicious villagers who pass the time composing evil
tales about Olimpia and her slow and gentle son, Cucol, who live in a hovel
outside of the village. Tales, some of them based on fact, grow more fantastic
every day until finally the villagers are convinced that poor, friendly Cucol has
attempted to strangle one of their children. They rush out to stone the
offenders. Olimpia and Cucol manage to escape. In the process of trying to
save their own lives, they come upon a cache of stolen gold. This allows them
to live happily ever after. Not so their tormenters in the village. Without
Olimpia and Cucol to pick on, they pick on each other, and their unhappiness
grows and grows.
These are legitimate folktales. Though not particularly cheerful, they are
honest renditions. As such they would be read and enjoyed by children and
adults who are not hung up on the Disney versions of fairy tales .

••••

Gallo, Donald R., ed. Within Reach: Ten Stories.
ISBN 0-06-021441. $14.89. 179 pp.

B

5+

FI

Harper Collins, 1993.

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Don Gallo is the leading anthologist of short fiction for young adults. This
collection of ten stories aims at a younger audience, middle schoolers. In
general, the stories lack real conflict and the lively spark that makes quality
young adult and children's fiction so delightful.
Some of the stories, though, shine and will likely appeal to middle school
readers: Ardath Mayhar's -The Secret Among the Stones," Lensey Namioka's
-LAFF," Judie Angell's -I Saw What I Saw," and Jan Greenberg's -Taking
a Chance." Mayhar's story is similar to Paulsen's Canyons: a girl discovers
the ancient remains of a young Native American girl. Namioka's story gives a
young adult twist to time travel. Angell's -I Saw What I Saw," represents the
strongest characters in the collection: a young boy and an old man who
befriends him and ultimately saves his life. Greenberg's story deals with
physical abuse and with one woman's reaching out to a victim of abuse.

••••
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Grover, Max. The Accidental Zucchini: An Unexpected Alphabet. Harcourt
Brace and Company, 1993. ISBN 0-15-277695-8. $13.95. 40 pp.
A

K-2

NF

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

PB

Three things make this book stand out from other alphabet books. First,
the illustrations are works of art. Executed in neon shades of full color, pages
leap out in high-pitched welcome. Concepts are fresh. Sounds are repeated by
double titles. We get -a" for -apple" as usual, but this time it is an -apple
auto" lurching past other apple autos on a busy city street. We see an elevator
full of business-clad elephants. We are surprised to see a junk jungle and a
macaroni merry-go-round. Always the juxtaposition of the expected and
unusual. Always the double title. This is a thinking child's ABC, one to
enliven the imagination and tickle the funny bone. I dare you to look at the
-yam yard" and keep your jaw closed .

••••

Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Mama. Simon & Schuster Children's Books, 1992.
ISBN 0-671-74985-4. $13.00. 106 pp.

B+

2-5

FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

This reprint (originally published in 1977) is a first-person narrative of a
year in the life of four-year-old Chris, eleven-year-old Mark, and their Mama.
Father walked out on them, leaving Mama to provide for their needs. During
this year, Mama has a succession of jobs, and Mark learns that some of the
things she brings home from work are not paid for. He doesn't know how to
say anything to Mama, so he asks the advice of Mrs. Rand, the widowed
babysitter and friend of the boys. In response to his question about the mother
of a -friend at school," Mrs. Rand says,
-You know what I think? It might be her way of tellin' her love. I think
this boy should talk to his mother. Tell her he's grown old enough now
to know what she's doin'. And that he'd love her even more if they had
to make good with what they've got. ... Lovin' has the power to change
things. It can change this whole, wide, sometimes confusin' world. And
in the end, lovin's better than stealin'."
Mark and Mama come to an understanding at the end of the story.
-Starting tomorrow [Mark says] I'm going to give Mama all the love I can, all
the love I have in me. No one could love Mama more than me . No one. "
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Mr. Hopkins' characterization of Mama and her boys is convincing and
entertaining. The story holds together well and keeps us in suspense until the
end-will Mama change. We feel just as bad as Mark does about what is
happening.

• •••

Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Mama and Her Buys. Simon & Schuster Books for
Young Readers, 1993. ISBN 0-671-74986-2. $13.00. 170 pp.

B+

3-4»

FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Reprinted from 1981, Mama and Her Boys, a sequel to Mama, takes us
through the sometimes exciting, sometimes unsettling experience of adding
another "boy" to the family. Mama has been working at the laundry for a long
time now and is happy there. Mark does an interview with the janitor for his
school paper and in time introduces the widowed Mr. Carlisle to Mama. The
boys and Mama spend a lot of time with Mr. Carlisle the rest of the school year
and through the summer. One Tuesday, Mama calls from the laundry to tell
Mark and Chris that they are going to dinner that evening because -I have
something to tell both of you-something very interesting, and I hope something
special-very special!" That night she tells them that she is going to marry Mr.
Carlisle. -How do you feel about it?" Mark says -I like the idea," and Chris
answered -I like it very much. It's about time."
Mama and Her Boys is written in third-person narrative, a change from
Mama. The characters are a little older but still in character with the first
novel. Enjoyable reading. In the afterword, Mr. Hopkins explains the
relationship between the characters in the book and his own life, a question
many readers ask.

• •••

Johnson, Paul Brett. The Cow Who Wouldn't Come Down. Alfred Knopf,
1993. ISBN 0-531-08631-3. $14.95. 32 pp.

A

Pre-l

FI

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

We've all heard the ditty about the cow who jumped over the moon. What
if it refused to come back to earth? Poor Miss Rosemary has that problem with
her cow, Gertrude. She tries this and that to lure Gertrude down, with no
success, until she decides to bring in a replacement cow. That ends Gertrude's
infatuation with the moon. Now if Miss Rosemary can just get Gertrude to stop
mooning (!) over the tractor....
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A cute and clever extension of the Mother Goose rhyme, this story is right
on track with the -fractured fairy tale" fad that is currently in vogue. Little
children will love the whimsical tale. The illustrations of Miss Rosemary, a
typical kindly old grandma, and her bumptious cow are just right for the witty
story.

• •••

Larry, Charles. Peboan and Seegwun. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1993. ISBN
0-374-35773-0. $16.00. Unpaginated.

A

2-9

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Peboan and Seegwun is the retelling of an Ojibwa Indian legend in which
Seegwun, the Spirit of Spring, visits Peboan, Old Man Winter. Nature's
transformation from winter to spring is beautifully captured in words and color
illustrations. Charles Larry, Arts Librarian at Northern Illinois University, is
the author and illustrator. This is his first book. Larry enhances the legend
with realistic, informative, full-page illustrations that depict primitive Ojibwa
Indian life in fall, spring, and winter.
Older elementary school children will enjoy their discovery of the Ojibwa
Indian tribe, who lived in the northern forest before migrating and settling in
what is now Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Younger elementary school
children would also enjoy the legend as part of their study of the seasons
because of the beautifully detailed illustrations .

••••

Lasky, Kathryn. Monarchs. Photographs by Christopher G. Knight. Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1993. ISBN 0-15-255296-0. $16.95. 64 pp.

•

3-'

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Have you witnessed the magical transformation of the monarch butterfly
from a yellow and black striped caterpillar? Monarchs, written by Kathryn
Lasky and illustrated by her husband Christopher G. Knight, beautifully captures
this interesting and delicate life cycle. Lasky also explains the late summer
butterfly migrations to EI Rosario and La Herrada, Mexico, and Pacific Grove,
California. The account of Clara Waterman of Penobscot Bay, Maine, reminded
me of my own elderly neighbor, who told me about how my children and I
could find monarch larvae and watch the process ourselves.
The text is filled with interesting and amazing details about this insect that
weighs less than a gram. The photographs are vibrant and detailed. It will
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reawaken or kindle an interest in nature and conservation. It explains successful
efforts to save and replenish the monarch's wintering habitats in Mexico and
California.

••••

Lasky, Kathryn. Think Like an Eagle: At Work with a Wildlife Photographer.
Photographs by Christopher G. Knight and Jack Swedberg. Little, Brown,
1992. ISBN 0-316-51519-1. $15.95. 48 pp.

A

5-9

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

The eagle approaches. The light is perfect. From his carefully built blind,
Jack Swedberg, professional wildlife photographer, has the perfect picture. The
work of Swedberg, who has studied animals and their behavior for many years,
is dramatically described. The reader goes with Swedberg to Quabbin
Reservoir, western Massachusetts, Ding Darling Refuge and Corkscrew Swamp,
Florida, and Promisla Bay, Alaska, for a behind-the-scenes look at what is
required to get close-ups of eagles, beavers, alligators, and shorebirds.
This book could be used in many units, including nature appreciation,
occupation exploration, wildlife habitat, and conservation. The dramatic text
encourages the reader to discover the outcome of each photographing adventure.
Each page's unique photographs display the rewards of the challenging job of
the wildlife photographer.

• •••

Murrow, Liza Ketchum. Twelve Days in August. Holiday House, 1993. ISBN
0-8234-1012-9. $14.95. 200 pp.

A

11+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Sixteen-year-old Todd is dating pretty Kai and is about to make the varsity
soccer team. Life is good. Then the Beekman twins, Rita and Alex, move to
town. Rita is friendly, open, and really beautiful. Alex is a gifted athlete,
making soccer look almost easy- fluid and graceful. Todd feels that his sure
position on the team is threatened. Worse yet, Randy Tovitch-star player from
last year-is feeling threatened, too. Randy starts a rumor that Alex is gay and
convinces his buddies to harass Alex and anyone friendly to him. Todd can' t
decide what to do. Should he refuse to join Randy's smear campaign and
instead be a friend to Alex, or should he protect himself and the position he has
worked for all through high school?
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This is an interesting treatment of a problem faced by many young
people-what is integrity and how do I make a decision that will allow me to
live with myself? The open dialogue about homosexuality (is he or isn't he, and
does or should it matter?) is positively presented. It may offer problems for
some readers or some parents, but this book has value .

••••

Newberry, Clare Tuday. April's Kittens. HarperCollins, 1940, 1968. ISBN
0-06-024401-0. $17.00. 32 pp.
A

K-3

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

What's old is new again in the reissue of this 1940 Caldecott Honor Book.
Grandparents and parents who loved this cat story can share it with their young
ones. Six-year-old April's dilemma begins when Sheba has kittens and Daddy
insists that they have a one-cat apartment. She reluctantly surrenders two kittens
to new owners and must choose whether to keep the sweet-faced kitten Brenda
or Sheba. Her predicament is resolved when her parents notice that April has
outgrown her crib and needs a long bed for which there is no room in their
apartment. Their family must move to a larger home-a two-cat home.
Fifty-plus years after its first publication, the book would no longer be a
Caldecott contender. Although April's tender feelings are true of present-day
children, Daddy is too testy and Mummy is too subservient to her husband's
wishes for today's society. However, the charcoal and pastel illustrations of the
cats are wonderfully animated and detailed. Done in black and white with
touches of red, the artwork stands the test of time. Read this one for the
memories and to build new memories for a new generation .

••••

Norden, Beth B. & Lynette Ruschak. Magnifications. Illustrated by Lynette
Ruschak. Lodestar Books, 1993. ISBN 0-525~7417-9. $14.99.
Unpaginated.

•

All

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Have you ever seen the eye of a fruit fly magnified 845 times? How about
both the hook and loop piece of velcro magnified 25 times? Would you like to
see what the end of a straight pin looks like magnified 700 times? With this
book you can even see the tail fin of a goldfish magnified 19 times, 24 times,
and 53 times.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol15/iss1/5
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The authors claim that throughout the book readers both young and old will
find new discoveries and surprises-an exploration of the often invisible worlds
in which we live. They teach and explain the use of a magnifying glass and
microscope, then they encourage readers to discover everyday items in a new
way. This book would make an excellent place to start on a science fair project
The information is accurate, the photographs are astounding, and the visuals
would help raise any grade.
The only problem with this book is that it is a pop-up. When, and if, you
use it with small children, beware of their enthusiasm to explore with their
hands. It may also not be a wise buy for the circulating part of a library, but
it would be excellent to use as part of a program .

••••

Oliver, Ray. Rocks & FossiLr. Random House, 1993. ISBN 0-679-92661-1.
$13.00. 76 pp.

A

5-9

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

An excellent reference source for upper elementary and junior high
students who are interested in minerals, rocks, and fossils, this volume is part
of the Hobby Handbook Series. The reader will find concise, practical
information about equipment; rock and mineral identification; and storing,
organizing, and displaying specimens. Twenty-seven topics are each covered
in two to four pages of text interspersed with interesting color illustrations.
Projects such as making leaf and fossil casts and growing crystals, and
experiments such as how to measure the hardness of water and how to leach
ores are explained and illustrated. Projects that require adult supervision are
clearly marked, as are the -Rock Hound' s Hint" inserts, which give safety tips.
This book will be useful for both the school and home library .

••••

Polacco, Patricia. BabushJaz Baba Yaga. Philomel, 1993. ISBN 0-399-225315. $14.95. 32 pp.

•

K+

FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Patricia Polacco takes a new look at traditional folk character. Seen
through Polacco's eyes, Baba Yaga isn't the wicked child-eating witch of
Russian folklore, but a lonely old lady yearning to be like the babushkas
(grandmothers) she secretly watches from her forest home. Baba Yaga decides
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to dress like a babushka and go into the village to seek out a baby in need of a
grandmother' s love and care.
Polacco' s story is a nice twist on a familiar legend. Her message of the
folly of judging others on what you have heard rather than what you know from
your heart is a timely one and gently given. The whimsical and brightly colored
illustrations add to the charm of the story . . . . You will want to hug Baba
Yaga. This tale will work as a gentle counterpoint to other Baba Yaga stories
and matrushka tales in a Russian folktale unit.

••••

Rappaport, Doreen. TInker Vs. Des Moines: Student Rights on Trial.
HarperCollins Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-06-025117-4. $15.00. 153 pp.
A

4-8

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evemen

NF

During the Vietnam War, three students, John Tinker, Mary Beth Tinker,
and Chris Eckhardt, decide to wear black armbands to school in honor of the
soldiers on both sides who had died in the fighting. Despite the school officials'
ban (because of the disruption they feared it may cause), John, Mary Beth,
Chris, along with nine other students, go ahead with their plans. School
officials suspend the three. They, along with their parents, feel that their right
to free speech, protected by the First Amendment, has been violated. They file
a lawsuit against the school board, and the case goes all the way to the Supreme
Court.
This is the third book in the Be the Judge-Be the Jury series. As in her
other books, Rappaport is careful and accurate in her research. Photographs,
prints and diagrams further clarify the account. The text, which is based on
actual proceedings, is easily understood by the ten- to fourteen-year-old reader.
Stimulating questions are posed along with the evidence to encourage students
to consider both sides of the issue and to decide who is right. In addition to
exposing young readers to the judicial system and the Bill of Rights, the book
provides a stimulus for higher level thinking. It becomes a unique alternative
to the traditional social studies textbook.

••••
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Taken from The Cave of Snores. Copyright c1987 by Eric Beddows. Reprinted
by permission from Harper & Row, Publishers, New York.
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Rodanas, Kristina. Dragonfly's Tale. Illustrated by Kristina Rodanas. Clarion
Books, 1991. ISBN 0-395-57003-4. $14.95. Unpaginated.

•

2+

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

PB

Dragonfly's Tale is based on an ancient Zuni story. The Gods are good
to the Zuni people. They bless the people with warm winds in the spring and
with friendly rains in the summer. The people have plenty of food because the
com plants grow straight and tall. One day the chiefs decide that they need to
let their neighbors know how rich they are. To show off their vast wealth they
decide to stage a food fight. The two goddesses that look over the Zuni come
to visit as the preparations for the fight are getting underway. No one will help
the goddesses except two children. The goddesses go away determined to teach
the people a lesson. The sun comes hot in the spring, and no rain falls to
nourish the crops. The people go looking for food, and only the two children
are left in the village. Brother makes a toy for his sister out of com husks, and
it turns into a real butterfly that summons the goddesses to help.
Richly detailed pictures accompany this sensitive tale of human nature.
This book is a must if you are looking for Indian legends. This book would also
make a great read-aloud and could accompany any story time or school unit on
Indians.

• •••

Roddie, Shen. Chicken Pox! Illustrated by Frances Cony. Little, Brown and
Company, 1993. ISBN 0-316-75347-5. $14.95. 18 pp.

A

Pre-2

FI

PB

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Baby Chick tries every way he can think of to get rid of the chicken pox.
He tries to make them go away by standing on his head, washing them off, and
painting them over. He tries to make them better by covering them with BandAids, and he tries to make them a home of their own to go to. Finally, he
makes a scary mask and tries to scare them away. Nothing works. Mother
reassures him that all chickens get chicken pox sooner or later, and they will go
away. Baby Chick goes to sleep, and sure enough, when he wakes up, they are
gone. He runs into Mother's room. When Mother lifts up her blanket, Baby
Chick discovers that she has the chicken pox.
This story is just the thing for a child who recently had or now has the
chicken pox. It is a touch-and-feel, pull-tab, pop-up book. Children enjoy
watching the movement when the tabs are pulled. They loved the ending .

••••
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Roop, Peter and Connie. Capturing Nature: The Writings and An of John
James Audubon. Illustrated by Rick Farley. Walker and Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-8027-8205-1. $16.95. 39 pp.

•

5+

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

BI

From his journal, John Audubon tells how his insatiable curiosity for birds
and his love of drawing inspired him to become an illustrator of nature. As a
young boy, Audubon's father, a lieutenant and sea captain, would bring him
beautiful birds and flowers and describe their habitats. Audubon explains, -He
excited me to make me study them." His favorite subjects in school were
drawing, geography, and music, although he often skipped school to join his
friends in finding bird nests and eggs. As he grew older he married, and went
into business. He did not prosper as a businessman, so he fell back on his
talents as a natural illustrator and eventually published many of his drawings.
The Roops are qualified editors: they have written more than twenty books
for young people and have won several awards. Their sources are listed at the
end of the book. The readers feel as if they know Audubon personally and
understand the flavor of his life. Readers can also feel Audubon's devotion to
his father, who influenced the style of his art. Audubon writes -I listened less
to others, more to him, and his words became my law." Included in the book
are many of Audubon' s colored drawings of birds and Fadey's illustrations
portraying Audubon's life. Capturing Nature will inspire all who love nature
and will encourage the development of creative talents. I highly recommend this
book as interesting, informative, and motivating reading .

••••

Rosin, Arielle. Pizzas and Punk Potatoes. Illustrated by Daniel Czap. Ticknor
and Fields, 1994. ISBN 0-395-68381-5. $12.95. 57 pp.

A

3+

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Galloping gourmet time! This book delves into the fascinating possibilities
of haute cuisine. Children can sculpture mice, toadstools, bunnies, and chickens
from hard boiled eggs. They can make a butterfly or star pizza. They can
fashion a punk rocker or a plump porker from a boiled potato. There are
recipes for caramel apple sandwiches and gift-wrapped crepes. And along the
way the readers willieam the history of the egg, potato, apple, and grains.
Full-color photographs illustrate these simple recipes, which require little
or no cooking. The utensils that are needed are described as well as illustrated.
The book also gives some general rules of cooking.
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Ross, Katharine. The Glow in the Dark Zodiac Storybook. Illustrated by
Stephen Marchesi. Random House, 1993. ISBN 0-679-82470-7. $14.00.
Unpaginated.

A

2-6

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Bring the excitement of star gazing to your favorite reading spot with The
Glow in the Dark Zodiac Storybook. My son found that the four seasonal zodiac
maps and constellations glowed after only a few seconds of exposure to his desk
lamp. The dramatic stories behind the constellations combine with the colorful
illustrations by Stephen Marchesi to give energy and excitement to each page.
The middle two pages of the book contain a set of perforated stickers for the
twelve zodiac constellations covered in the book.
This volume is very suitable for the home; the child can actually decorate
his or her bedroom ceiling with the stickers. The stickers could also be used in
an area of the school media center to interest students in this exciting field of
study. (It would be hard to keep children from removing the stickers from the
book.) I hope the author will publish additional volumes that cover other main
constellations. Further reading in mythology will be encouraged, and the stars
will have new meaning.

• •••

Sandburg, Carl. Arithmetic. Illustrated by Ted Rand. Harcourt Brace and
Company, 1993. ISBN 0-15-203865-5. $15.95. Unpaginated.

A

3+

Pf

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Arithmetic is one of Carl Sandburg's best known poems. Written for
children, the poem expresses people's feelings about the varied and complex
concept of math. The poem has been reprinted many times in many styles and
with many visual interpretations. This one will fascinate you. Ted Rand
subtitled this book -an anamorphic adventure. " It is an adventure for the eyes.
The pictures are all slightly elongated and must be viewed in a certain way for
the picture to appear normal. The book also comes with a Mylar sheet that is
rolled and used to view about four of the pictures.
This book is fun to use. Children love seeing familiar things presented in
an unfamiliar manner. The Mylar sheet may be a problem if the book is to be
circulated in a library or school setting. If the sheet is lost, it is hard to view
some of the pictures, and substitute materials (aluminum foil, mirror, etc.) do
not work as a viewing screen.

• •••
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Soto, Gary. Too Many Tamales. Illustrated by Ed Martinez. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1993. ISBN 0-399-22146-8. $14.95. 32 pp

A

K-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

On a snowy Christmas Eve, Maria is helping her mother make tamales for
the traditional family get-together. When Mother goes to answer the telephone,
Maria slips her Mother's ring on to see how beautiful it will look. Mother
returns and they quickly finish making the tamales. Later Maria remembers the
ring and believes it is lost in one of the tamales. Before supper she gets her
cousins to help her eat every tamale, but no ring. Stuffed with tamales and full
of remorse, she goes to her mother to confess, only to find that Mother is
wearing her ring. All is not lost because the whole family cheerfully pitches in
to make more tamales (even though Maria and the cousins couldn't think of
eating even one more).
The richly colored illustrations give us a bright glimpse into the traditional
Mexican-American celebration of Christmas, and the somewhat predictable
outcome of the story reinforces our sense that the truth is always best .

••••

Stevens, Janet (retold). Coyote Steals the Blanket: A Ute Tale. Holiday House,
1993. ISBN 0-8234-0996-1. $15.95. Unpaginated.

•

All

NF

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Coyote, that wily, slippery, slightly unintelligent creature, goes where he
wants, does what he wants, and takes what he wants. When Hummingbird
warns him not to follow a certain path, he feels that since he is the -King of the
Desert," he has the right to do as he pleases. When he finds a pile of rocks
covered with warm, brightly colored blankets, Coyote decides to take the
blanket that appeals to him most. Now he is in trouble, because the blankets
were placed there to keep the desert spirit in the rocks. A huge boulder begins
to rumble after Coyote as he runs, but he refuses to give the blanket back.
Hummingbird finally comes to Coyote's rescue-he stops the rock, cuts it in
half, and frees Coyote, but Coyote will not learn. He again steals many of the
blankets and starts running.
Janet Stevens has done a masterful job of portraying her characters.
Coyote is such a lovable little rascal that you hope he eventually gets away with
at least one blanket.
This book will appeal to children and could be used in a school unit on
Indians or Indian legends.
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Stren, P. For Sale: One Brother. Hyperion Books for Children, 1993. ISBN
1-56282-127-X. $13.95. 32 pp.

A

2-5

FI

PH

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Molly, who wants to be a veterinarian (but will refuse to treat worms), is
a scientific expert on aliens, and she is also president of the "Messages from
Molly Sign Company." She imagines that she is an only child, but her parents
quickly remind her she has a brother, David. She puts a sign in the laundry
room to advertise that David is for sale. Mom doesn't like it. Molly's
·punishment" is that she must spend every spare moment with David for the
next week. When they build a skyscraper, Molly dreams that a crane comes to
carry David away. When they play ·gorillas," she dreams she trades him for
a baby gorilla (which she asked for but did not get for her birthday.) On Friday
she takes him to the playground, and he gets into a fight because he won't share
his play dinosaur. Molly declares that David is not her brother anymore! On
Saturday morning there is no David to bother her. Molly whips off a new sign
that describes her lost brother and runs to her closet to get dressed. There is
David, crying. He's been in the closet all night. She scoops him up and
comforts him. That night she whispers, ·You still drive me bonkers. But
you're definitely NOT for sale anymore!"
The illustrations are delightfully childlike and packed with detail. In
cartoon style, Stem uses pen, watercolors, and rubber stamps to enhance the
story. This book will be most enjoyed by children who can read and can follow
the signs and comments in the cartoons .

••••

Temple, Frances. Grab Hands and Run. Orchard Books, 1993. ISBN 0-53105480-2. $14.95. 160 pp.

A

5+

FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Military trucks arrive in Usulutan, El Salvador, and call the peasants out
of their homes. Twelve-year-old Felipe Ramierez, who is staying in Usulutan
with his grandparents, is saved from being forced to join the Salvadoran army.
Others are not so lucky, and some are injured by the soldiers. Felipe and his
sister Romy are reunited with their parents, Jacinto and Paloma, and are safe in
their Santa Tecla home only for a while. Jacinto, who is involved in what the
military calls the subversive element, warns his family to ·grab hands and run"
if the authorities come for him. Frances Temple describes the tense life of this
refugee family as they flee from their country and make their way toward
Canada.
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Frances Temple tells this emotional story from Felipe's perspective. Felipe
describes the loving, trusting relationship he has with his grandparents, father,
mother, and sister. The courage and perseverance of Felipe's mother holds the
family together. Readers will gain insights into the life and problems refugees
encounter as they try to find a home far from their native land .

••••

Terban, Marvin. Funny You Should Ask: How to Make Up Jokes and Riddles
with Wordplay. Illustrated by John O'Brien. Houghton Mifflin, 1992.
ISBN 0-395-60556. $13.95. 64 pp.

A

3-7

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

NF

What do you call spiders who just got married? Newlywebs! What do you
call a book that teaches kids how to make up their own jokes? A necessity!
Kids are going to make up jokes ... and we are going to be forced to listen to
them. At last, here is a resource to help kids create jokes that make sense and
are actually funny. Using copious examples and simple instructions, Terban
outlines the process of creating jokes using idioms, homonyms, and
homographs. O'Brien's witty line drawings add to the fun. This is more than
a text for would-be comics; it's a great resource for English teachers looking for
a way to enliven their lectures.

• •••

Westall, Robert. Demons and Shadows: The Best Ghostly Stories of Robert
Westall. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1993. ISBN 0-374-31768-2. $16.00.
262 pp.

•

9+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

News of Robert Westall's death last year saddened me, in part because I
realize that -no man is an island, entire of itself; . . . any man's death
diminishes me" but mostly because I will greatly miss reading Westall's
wonderful short fiction. With his passing all of us as readers of quality writing
are diminished.
Demons and Shadows is a collection of previously published Westall
stories, all with a fascinating supernatural twist. These are not creepy-crawly
stories that will keep you from sleep, nor are they gore-and-slash horror tales.
They're what I call gentle ghost stories-stories concerned more with curious
supernatural occurrences than with a scare factor. Cat lovers and antique
aficionados will enjoy Westall's generous use of cats and antiques in most of the
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eleven stories. And every story features strong, well-rounded characters in
richly described British settings. Students ninth grade and up who enjoy
mystery and supernatural stories will immediately be drawn into these tales, but
the stories are so engaging that they will appeal to almost all young adult
readers.
It is difficult to choose favorites in a Westall collection, because all his
stories are remarkably fine, but three in this book seemed especially good:
-The Graveyard Shift," a twist on a vampire theme; -A Walk on The Wild
Side, " a story that will forever change how male owners of cats view their pets;
and -The Last Day of Miss Dorinada Molyneaux," a tale of school children,
their teacher, and a haunted old English church. Though these three stand out
for me, readers will find that this collection has no clunkers-every single story
purrs as smoothly asa warm and cozy Westall cat.

••••

Yep, Laurence. American Dragons: Twenty-Five Asian American Voices.
HarperCollins, 1993. ISBN 0-06-021494-5. $14.89. 237 pp.

•

8+

FI

Yf

NF

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Laurence Yep, editor of this collection of short stories, poetry, and essays,
laments the historical portrayal of Asian Americans in literature for young
readers: -In the past, children's writers (and this unfortunately includes some
early Asian American writers) have portrayed Asian Americans in the crudest
and clumsiest terms.
Sometimes their fictional Asian Americans were
unassimilated aliens who would always remain apart. Or more frequently, these
writers described the Asians as wanting to be as American as they could be.
Anything American was automatically good. Anything Asian became bad, and
a set of cultures more than four millennia old was depicted as being backward,
superstitious, or downright dangerous. "
This book certainly does not perpetuate these negative stereotypes. As Yep
says in his afterword, -ne writers in this anthology have each shown a
different face of Asian America, a face that bears the stamp not only of a
common humanity but also of its own uniqueness." And the authors have done
so with class and clarity. The poetry of Wing Tek Lum, Janice Mirikitani, and
Amy Ling is accessible, moving, and lyrical. Nonfiction by Maxine Hong
Kingston, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston, and others deals with Asian, American,
and universal issues. The fiction covers a wide range of topics: Cherylene
Lee' s -Hollywood and the Pit" deals with discovering identity; Steve Chan-no
Yoon' s -Stoplight," with alienation; and Judith Nihei's -Koden" and William
F. Wu' s -Black Powder," with tradition and death. Other stories deal with
relationships among families and cultures.
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Young readers who face a variety of conflicts and crises of their own will
find that American Dragons -speaks a various language," a universal language
of adolescent concern, regardless of race or gender .

••••
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